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x86 Pipelining
will be needed and committed. In this paper, we refer
to speculative execution in a more restricted meaning,
where it refers to an instruction sequence following a
branch, and use the term out-of-order execution to refer
to any way of getting an operation executed before the
processor has committed the results of all prior instruc-
tions.

In 1967, Tomasulo [33] developed an algorithm [33]
that enabled dynamic scheduling of instructions to al-
low out-of-order execution. Tomasulo [33] introduced
a unified reservation station that allows a CPU to use
a data value as it has been computed instead of storing
it to a register and re-reading it. The reservation sta-
tion renames registers to allow instructions that operate
on the same physical registers to use the last logical one
to solve read-after-write (RAW), write-after-read (WAR)
and write-after-write (WAW) hazards. Furthermore, the
reservation unit connects all execution units via a com-
mon data bus (CDB). If an operand is not available, the
reservation unit can listen on the CDB until it is available
and then directly begin the execution of the instruction.

On the Intel architecture, the pipeline consists of the
front-end, the execution engine (back-end) and the mem-
ory subsystem [14]. x86 instructions are fetched by
the front-end from the memory and decoded to micro-
operations (µOPs) which are continuously sent to the ex-
ecution engine. Out-of-order execution is implemented
within the execution engine as illustrated in Figure 1.
The Reorder Buffer is responsible for register allocation,
register renaming and retiring. Additionally, other opti-
mizations like move elimination or the recognition of ze-
roing idioms are directly handled by the reorder buffer.
The µOPs are forwarded to the Unified Reservation Sta-

tion that queues the operations on exit ports that are con-
nected to Execution Units. Each execution unit can per-
form different tasks like ALU operations, AES opera-
tions, address generation units (AGU) or memory loads
and stores. AGUs as well as load and store execution
units are directly connected to the memory subsystem to
process its requests.

Since CPUs usually do not run linear instruction
streams, they have branch prediction units that are used
to obtain an educated guess of which instruction will be
executed next. Branch predictors try to determine which
direction of a branch will be taken before its condition
is actually evaluated. Instructions that lie on that path
and do not have any dependencies can be executed in ad-
vance and their results immediately used if the prediction
was correct. If the prediction was incorrect, the reorder
buffer allows to rollback by clearing the reorder buffer
and re-initializing the unified reservation station.

Various approaches to predict the branch exist: With
static branch prediction [12], the outcome of the branch
is solely based on the instruction itself. Dynamic branch
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Figure 1: Simplified illustration of a single core of the In-
tel’s Skylake microarchitecture. Instructions are decoded
into µOPs and executed out-of-order in the execution en-
gine by individual execution units.

prediction [2] gathers statistics at run-time to predict the
outcome. One-level branch prediction uses a 1-bit or 2-
bit counter to record the last outcome of the branch [21].
Modern processors often use two-level adaptive predic-
tors [36] that remember the history of the last n outcomes
allow to predict regularly recurring patterns. More re-
cently, ideas to use neural branch prediction [34, 18, 32]
have been picked up and integrated into CPU architec-
tures [3].

2.2 Address Spaces

To isolate processes from each other, CPUs support vir-
tual address spaces where virtual addresses are translated
to physical addresses. A virtual address space is divided
into a set of pages that can be individually mapped to
physical memory through a multi-level page translation
table. The translation tables define the actual virtual
to physical mapping and also protection properties that
are used to enforce privilege checks, such as readable,
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What we know so far…

• You’re not supposed to access kernel 
• L1 cache timing is wrong 
• x86 pipelining is complex 
• Macroarchitecture != microarchitecture 

• “First” != First 
• “Invisible” side effects are visible
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Cache-based side channels

1 raise_exception();
2 // the line below is never reached
3 access(probe_array[data * 4096]);

Listing 1: A toy example to illustrate side-effects of out-
of-order execution.

<instr.>
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<instr.>

EXCEPTION

HANDLER

<instr.>

<instr.>

[ Terminate ]

Figure 3: If an executed instruction causes an exception,
diverting the control flow to an exception handler, the
subsequent instruction must not be executed anymore.
Due to out-of-order execution, the subsequent instruc-
tions may already have been partially executed, but not
retired. However, the architectural effects of the execu-
tion will be discarded.

of whether this exception is raised due to a memory ac-
cess, e.g., by accessing an invalid address, or due to any
other CPU exception, e.g., a division by zero, the control
flow continues in the kernel and not with the next user
space instruction.

Thus, our toy example cannot access the array in the-
ory, as the exception immediately traps to the kernel and
terminates the application. However, due to the out-of-
order execution, the CPU might have already executed
the following instructions as there is no dependency on
the exception. This is illustrated in Figure 3. Due to the
exception, the instructions executed out of order are not
retired and, thus, never have architectural effects.

Although the instructions executed out of order do not
have any visible architectural effect on registers or mem-
ory, they have microarchitectural side effects. During the
out-of-order execution, the referenced memory is fetched
into a register and is also stored in the cache. If the out-
of-order execution has to be discarded, the register and
memory contents are never committed. Nevertheless, the
cached memory contents are kept in the cache. We can
leverage a microarchitectural side-channel attack such
as Flush+Reload [35], which detects whether a specific
memory location is cached, to make this microarchitec-
tural state visible. There are other side channels as well
which also detect whether a specific memory location
is cached, including Prime+Probe [28, 24, 26], Evict+
Reload [23], or Flush+Flush [10]. However, as Flush+
Reload is the most accurate known cache side channel
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Figure 4: Even if a memory location is only accessed
during out-of-order execution, it remains cached. Iterat-
ing over the 256 pages of probe array shows one cache
hit, exactly on the page that was accessed during the out-
of-order execution.

and is simple to implement, we do not consider any other
side channel for this example.

Based on the value of data in this toy example, a dif-
ferent part of the cache is accessed when executing the
memory access out of order. As data is multiplied by
4096, data accesses to probe array are scattered over
the array with a distance of 4 kB (assuming an 1 B data
type for probe array). Thus, there is an injective map-
ping from the value of data to a memory page, i.e., there
are no two different values of data which result in an ac-
cess to the same page. Consequently, if a cache line of a
page is cached, we know the value of data. The spread-
ing over different pages eliminates false positives due to
the prefetcher, as the prefetcher cannot access data across
page boundaries [14].

Figure 4 shows the result of a Flush+Reload measure-
ment iterating over all pages, after executing the out-of-
order snippet with data = 84. Although the array ac-
cess should not have happened due to the exception, we
can clearly see that the index which would have been ac-
cessed is cached. Iterating over all pages (e.g., in the
exception handler) shows only a cache hit for page 84
This shows that even instructions which are never actu-
ally executed, change the microarchitectural state of the
CPU. Section 4 modifies this toy example to not read a
value, but to leak an inaccessible secret.

4 Building Blocks of the Attack

The toy example in Section 3 illustrated that side-effects
of out-of-order execution can modify the microarchitec-
tural state to leak information. While the code snippet
reveals the data value passed to a cache-side channel, we
want to show how this technique can be leveraged to leak
otherwise inaccessible secrets. In this section, we want
to generalize and discuss the necessary building blocks
to exploit out-of-order execution for an attack.

The adversary targets a secret value that is kept some-
where in physical memory. Note that register contents
are also stored in memory upon context switches, i.e.,

5
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x = array[q];

for (i = 0; i < 8; i++) {
  start_timer();
  y = array[i];
  stop_timer();
}
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Meltdown

1 ; rcx = kernel address
2 ; rbx = probe array
3 retry:
4 mov al, byte [rcx]
5 shl rax, 0xc
6 jz retry
7 mov rbx, qword [rbx + rax]

Listing 2: The core instruction sequence of Meltdown.
An inaccessible kernel address is moved to a register,
raising an exception. The subsequent instructions are
already executed out of order before the exception is
raised, leaking the content of the kernel address through
the indirect memory access.

chine. Further, we assume that the system is fully pro-
tected with state-of-the-art software-based defenses such
as ASLR and KASLR as well as CPU features like
SMAP, SMEP, NX, and PXN. Most importantly, we as-
sume a completely bug-free operating system, thus, no
software vulnerability exists that can be exploited to gain
kernel privileges or leak information. The attacker tar-
gets secret user data, e.g., passwords and private keys, or
any other valuable information.

5.1 Attack Description

Meltdown combines the two building blocks discussed
in Section 4. First, an attacker makes the CPU execute
a transient instruction sequence which uses an inacces-
sible secret value stored somewhere in physical memory
(cf. Section 4.1). The transient instruction sequence acts
as the transmitter of a covert channel (cf. Section 4.2),
ultimately leaking the secret value to the attacker.

Meltdown consists of 3 steps:

Step 1 The content of an attacker-chosen memory loca-
tion, which is inaccessible to the attacker, is loaded
into a register.

Step 2 A transient instruction accesses a cache line
based on the secret content of the register.

Step 3 The attacker uses Flush+Reload to determine the
accessed cache line and hence the secret stored at the
chosen memory location.

By repeating these steps for different memory locations,
the attacker can dump the kernel memory, including the
entire physical memory.

Listing 2 shows the basic implementation of the tran-
sient instruction sequence and the sending part of the
covert channel, using x86 assembly instructions. Note
that this part of the attack could also be implemented en-
tirely in higher level languages like C. In the following,
we will discuss each step of Meltdown and the corre-
sponding code line in Listing 2.

Step 1: Reading the secret. To load data from the
main memory into a register, the data in the main mem-
ory is referenced using a virtual address. In parallel to
translating a virtual address into a physical address, the
CPU also checks the permission bits of the virtual ad-
dress, i.e., whether this virtual address is user accessible
or only accessible by the kernel. As already discussed in
Section 2.2, this hardware-based isolation through a per-
mission bit is considered secure and recommended by the
hardware vendors. Hence, modern operating systems al-
ways map the entire kernel into the virtual address space
of every user process.

As a consequence, all kernel addresses lead to a valid
physical address when translating them, and the CPU can
access the content of such addresses. The only differ-
ence to accessing a user space address is that the CPU
raises an exception as the current permission level does
not allow to access such an address. Hence, the user
space cannot simply read the contents of such an address.
However, Meltdown exploits the out-of-order execution
of modern CPUs, which still executes instructions in the
small time window between the illegal memory access
and the raising of the exception.

In line 4 of Listing 2, we load the byte value located
at the target kernel address, stored in the RCX register,
into the least significant byte of the RAX register repre-
sented by AL. As explained in more detail in Section 2.1,
the MOV instruction is fetched by the core, decoded into
µOPs, allocated, and sent to the reorder buffer. There, ar-
chitectural registers (e.g., RAX and RCX in Listing 2) are
mapped to underlying physical registers enabling out-of-
order execution. Trying to utilize the pipeline as much as
possible, subsequent instructions (lines 5-7) are already
decoded and allocated as µOPs as well. The µOPs are
further sent to the reservation station holding the µOPs
while they wait to be executed by the corresponding ex-
ecution unit. The execution of a µOP can be delayed if
execution units are already used to their corresponding
capacity or operand values have not been calculated yet.

When the kernel address is loaded in line 4, it is likely
that the CPU already issued the subsequent instructions
as part of the out-or-order execution, and that their cor-
responding µOPs wait in the reservation station for the
content of the kernel address to arrive. As soon as the
fetched data is observed on the common data bus, the
µOPs can begin their execution.

When the µOPs finish their execution, they retire in-
order, and, thus, their results are committed to the archi-
tectural state. During the retirement, any interrupts and
exception that occurred during the execution of the in-
struction are handled. Thus, if the MOV instruction that
loads the kernel address is retired, the exception is reg-
istered and the pipeline is flushed to eliminate all results
of subsequent instructions which were executed out of

8
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Meltdown
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0 247
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Figure 2: The physical memory is directly mapped in the
kernel at a certain offset. A physical address (blue) which
is mapped accessible for the user space is also mapped in
the kernel space through the direct mapping.

writable, executable and user-accessible. The currently
used translation table that is held in a special CPU reg-
ister. On each context switch, the operating system up-
dates this register with the next process’ translation table
address in order to implement per process virtual address
spaces. Because of that, each process can only reference
data that belongs to its own virtual address space. Each
virtual address space itself is split into a user and a kernel
part. While the user address space can be accessed by the
running application, the kernel address space can only be
accessed if the CPU is running in privileged mode. This
is enforced by the operating system disabling the user-
accessible property of the corresponding translation ta-
bles. The kernel address space does not only have mem-
ory mapped for the kernel’s own usage, but it also needs
to perform operations on user pages, e.g., filling them
with data. Consequently, the entire physical memory is
typically mapped in the kernel. On Linux and OS X, this
is done via a direct-physical map, i.e., the entire physi-
cal memory is directly mapped to a pre-defined virtual
address (cf. Figure 2).

Instead of a direct-physical map, Windows maintains
a multiple so-called paged pools, non-paged pools, and
the system cache. These pools are virtual memory re-
gions in the kernel address space mapping physical pages
to virtual addresses which are either required to remain
in the memory (non-paged pool) or can be removed from
the memory because a copy is already stored on the disk
(paged pool). The system cache further contains map-
pings of all file-backed pages. Combined, these memory
pools will typically map a large fraction of the physical
memory into the kernel address space of every process.

The exploitation of memory corruption bugs often re-
quires the knowledge of addresses of specific data. In
order to impede such attacks, address space layout ran-
domization (ASLR) has been introduced as well as non-
executable stacks and stack canaries. In order to protect
the kernel, KASLR randomizes the offsets where drivers
are located on every boot, making attacks harder as they
now require to guess the location of kernel data struc-
tures. However, side-channel attacks allow to detect the

exact location of kernel data structures [9, 13, 17] or de-
randomize ASLR in JavaScript [6]. A combination of a
software bug and the knowledge of these addresses can
lead to privileged code execution.

2.3 Cache Attacks

In order to speed-up memory accesses and address trans-
lation, the CPU contains small memory buffers, called
caches, that store frequently used data. CPU caches hide
slow memory access latencies by buffering frequently
used data in smaller and faster internal memory. Mod-
ern CPUs have multiple levels of caches that are either
private to its cores or shared among them. Address space
translation tables are also stored in memory and are also
cached in the regular caches.

Cache side-channel attacks exploit timing differences
that are introduced by the caches. Different cache attack
techniques have been proposed and demonstrated in the
past, including Evict+Time [28], Prime+Probe [28, 29],
and Flush+Reload [35]. Flush+Reload attacks work on
a single cache line granularity. These attacks exploit the
shared, inclusive last-level cache. An attacker frequently
flushes a targeted memory location using the clflush

instruction. By measuring the time it takes to reload the
data, the attacker determines whether data was loaded
into the cache by another process in the meantime. The
Flush+Reload attack has been used for attacks on various
computations, e.g., cryptographic algorithms [35, 16, 1],
web server function calls [37], user input [11, 23, 31],
and kernel addressing information [9].

A special use case are covert channels. Here the at-
tacker controls both, the part that induces the side effect,
and the part that measures the side effect. This can be
used to leak information from one security domain to an-
other, while bypassing any boundaries existing on the ar-
chitectural level or above. Both Prime+Probe and Flush+
Reload have been used in high-performance covert chan-
nels [24, 26, 10].

3 A Toy Example

In this section, we start with a toy example, a simple
code snippet, to illustrate that out-of-order execution can
change the microarchitectural state in a way that leaks
information. However, despite its simplicity, it is used as
a basis for Section 4 and Section 5, where we show how
this change in state can be exploited for an attack.

Listing 1 shows a simple code snippet first raising an
(unhandled) exception and then accessing an array. The
property of an exception is that the control flow does not
continue with the code after the exception, but jumps to
an exception handler in the operating system. Regardless

4
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physical memory, which contains…
the memory contents of every process.
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will be needed and committed. In this paper, we refer
to speculative execution in a more restricted meaning,
where it refers to an instruction sequence following a
branch, and use the term out-of-order execution to refer
to any way of getting an operation executed before the
processor has committed the results of all prior instruc-
tions.

In 1967, Tomasulo [33] developed an algorithm [33]
that enabled dynamic scheduling of instructions to al-
low out-of-order execution. Tomasulo [33] introduced
a unified reservation station that allows a CPU to use
a data value as it has been computed instead of storing
it to a register and re-reading it. The reservation sta-
tion renames registers to allow instructions that operate
on the same physical registers to use the last logical one
to solve read-after-write (RAW), write-after-read (WAR)
and write-after-write (WAW) hazards. Furthermore, the
reservation unit connects all execution units via a com-
mon data bus (CDB). If an operand is not available, the
reservation unit can listen on the CDB until it is available
and then directly begin the execution of the instruction.

On the Intel architecture, the pipeline consists of the
front-end, the execution engine (back-end) and the mem-
ory subsystem [14]. x86 instructions are fetched by
the front-end from the memory and decoded to micro-
operations (µOPs) which are continuously sent to the ex-
ecution engine. Out-of-order execution is implemented
within the execution engine as illustrated in Figure 1.
The Reorder Buffer is responsible for register allocation,
register renaming and retiring. Additionally, other opti-
mizations like move elimination or the recognition of ze-
roing idioms are directly handled by the reorder buffer.
The µOPs are forwarded to the Unified Reservation Sta-

tion that queues the operations on exit ports that are con-
nected to Execution Units. Each execution unit can per-
form different tasks like ALU operations, AES opera-
tions, address generation units (AGU) or memory loads
and stores. AGUs as well as load and store execution
units are directly connected to the memory subsystem to
process its requests.

Since CPUs usually do not run linear instruction
streams, they have branch prediction units that are used
to obtain an educated guess of which instruction will be
executed next. Branch predictors try to determine which
direction of a branch will be taken before its condition
is actually evaluated. Instructions that lie on that path
and do not have any dependencies can be executed in ad-
vance and their results immediately used if the prediction
was correct. If the prediction was incorrect, the reorder
buffer allows to rollback by clearing the reorder buffer
and re-initializing the unified reservation station.

Various approaches to predict the branch exist: With
static branch prediction [12], the outcome of the branch
is solely based on the instruction itself. Dynamic branch
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Figure 1: Simplified illustration of a single core of the In-
tel’s Skylake microarchitecture. Instructions are decoded
into µOPs and executed out-of-order in the execution en-
gine by individual execution units.

prediction [2] gathers statistics at run-time to predict the
outcome. One-level branch prediction uses a 1-bit or 2-
bit counter to record the last outcome of the branch [21].
Modern processors often use two-level adaptive predic-
tors [36] that remember the history of the last n outcomes
allow to predict regularly recurring patterns. More re-
cently, ideas to use neural branch prediction [34, 18, 32]
have been picked up and integrated into CPU architec-
tures [3].

2.2 Address Spaces

To isolate processes from each other, CPUs support vir-
tual address spaces where virtual addresses are translated
to physical addresses. A virtual address space is divided
into a set of pages that can be individually mapped to
physical memory through a multi-level page translation
table. The translation tables define the actual virtual
to physical mapping and also protection properties that
are used to enforce privilege checks, such as readable,
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Speculative execution

if (x < array_length)
  y = array[x];
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x is 2 y becomes c

x is 5 y becomes f

x is 1 y becomes b
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Spectre variant 1

rectness of its initial guess. If the guess was wrong, the
processor discards the (incorrect) speculative execution
by reverting the register state back to the stored check-
point, resulting in performance comparable to idling. In
case the guess was correct, however, the speculative ex-
ecution results are committed, yielding a significant per-
formance gain as useful work was accomplished during
the delay.

From a security perspective, speculative execution in-
volves executing a program in possibly incorrect ways.
However, as processors are designed to revert the results
of an incorrect speculative execution on their prior state
to maintain correctness, these errors were previously as-
sumed not to have any security implications.

1.1 Our Results

Exploiting Speculative Execution. In this paper, we
show a new class of microarchitectural attacks which we
call Spectre attacks. At a high level, Spectre attacks trick
the processor into speculatively executing instructions
sequences that should not have executed during correct
program execution. As the effects of these instructions
on the nominal CPU state will be eventually reverted, we
call them transient instructions. By carefully choosing
which transient instructions are speculatively executed,
we are able to leak information from within the victim’s
memory address space.

We empirically demonstrate the feasibility of Spectre
attacks by using transient instruction sequences in order
to leak information across security domains.

Attacks using Native Code. We created a simple vic-
tim program that contains secret data within its memory
access space. Next, after compiling the victim program
we searched the resulting binary and the operating sys-
tem’s shared libraries for instruction sequences that can
be used to leak information from the victim’s address
space. Finally, we wrote an attacker program that ex-
ploits the CPU’s speculative execution feature in order to
execute the previously-found sequences as transient in-
structions. Using this technique we were able to read the
entire victim’s memory address space, including the se-
crets stored within it.

Attacks using JavaScript. In addition to violating pro-
cess isolation boundaries using native code, Spectre at-
tacks can also be used to violate browser sandboxing, by
mounting them via portable JavaScript code. We wrote a
JavaScript program that successfully reads data from the
address space of the browser process running it.

1.2 Our Techniques

At a high level, a Spectre attack violates memory isola-
tion boundaries by combining speculative execution with

data exfiltration via microarchitectural covert channels.
More specifically, in order to mount a Spectre attack,
an attacker starts by locating a sequence of instructions
within the process address space which when executed
acts as a covert channel transmitter which leaks the vic-
tim’s memory or register contents. The attacker then
tricks the CPU into speculatively and erroneously exe-
cuting this instruction sequence, thereby leaking the vic-
tim’s information over the covert channel. Finally, the at-
tacker retrieves the victim’s information over the covert
channel. While the changes to the nominal CPU state
resulting from this erroneous speculative execution are
eventually reverted, changes to other microarchitectural
parts of the CPU (such as cache contents) can survive
nominal state reversion.

The above description of Spectre attacks is general,
and needs to be concretely instantiated with a way
to induce erroneous speculative execution as well as
with a microarchitectural covert channel. While many
choices are possible for the covert channel compo-
nent, the implementations described in this work use a
cache-based covert channel using Flush+Reload [37] or
Evict+Reload [28] techniques.

We now proceed to describe our techniques for induc-
ing and influencing erroneous speculative execution.

Exploiting Conditional Branches. To exploit condi-
tional branches, the attacker needs the branch predictor
to mispredict the direction of the branch, then the pro-
cessor must speculatively execute code that would not be
otherwise executed which leaks the information sought
by the attacker. Here is an example of exploitable code:

if (x < array1_size)
y = array2[array1[x] * 256];

In this example, the variable x contains attacker-
controlled data. The if statement compiles to a branch
instruction, whose purpose is to verify that the value
of x is within a legal range, ensuring that the access to
array1 is valid.

For the exploit, the attacker first invokes the relevant
code with valid inputs, training the branch predictor to
expect that the if will be true. The attacker then invokes
the code with a value of x outside the bounds of array1
and with array1 size uncached. The CPU guesses
that the bounds check will be true, the speculatively exe-
cutes the read from array2[array1[x] * 256] using
the malicious x. The read from array2 loads data into
the cache at an address that is dependent on array1[x]
using the malicious x. The change in the cache state is
not reverted when the processor realizes that the specu-
lative execution was erroneous, and can be detected by
the adversary to find a byte of the victim’s memory. By
repeating with different values of x, this construct can be
exploited to read the victim’s memory.

2

Cache miss
Cache hit

Cache hit

Cache miss

0 1 32 4 5 6 7

x = &target - &array1 
array1[x] is the target
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Meltdown Spectre

Short-term fix KAISER/PTI/ 
KVAS

Microcode patch 
OS update 

Recompile binaries 
Change compiler 

Browser hardening

Long-term fix Split address space 
Replace hardware ????
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And so it begins…

BUSTED
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A return to the past…
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Thank you and 
good luck!


